Background
With increasing technology to improve driving security, surrounding camera is increasing popular among recent models of family using vehicles. With abundant information collected by these cameras, there are few existing techniques that can automatically analyze and understand the content of recording and providing valuable information about behavior of driver and driving conditions. This project explores the possibility of using combination of image processing and computer vision techniques to extract information about the driving behavior. The project is collaborated with a Phd in computer vision research group at Stanford. No Android device is needed for the project. The data used in this project is collected in urban street in China. Along with the videos, there are also sensor data for acceleration of x,y,z directions for training of the model.

Goal
Ultimate goal of the project including the followings:

- Understand driving condition of the car, including road types (urban/highway), pedestrian detection, surrounding vehicles detection, road sign recognition, etc.
- Infer vehicle state from the video, such as speed, distance, acceleration/deceleration, turning, breaking, etc.
- Construct causality relationship between the environment the vehicle is experiencing and the driver’s behavior. For example, understand the reason for a decision, such as acceleration/turning is caused by presence of an obstacle.

The short term goal of this class project majorly focus on the image processing component. For speed analyze, due to pretense of many interfering objects moving at their own speeds, it is challenge to find still reference object to analyze absolute speed of the vehicle. With motion detection, we can acquire flow information of the video, which can be then used to analyze moving and still objects in the frame. The difference between flow of left half and right half scene can also be used to study the turning angle of the vehicle. With plate recognition, we can
pin point the location of the other cars in the frame, along with flow distribution adjacent to the plate (should be identical to flow of the plate if it’s part of the same car), it is possible to identify and segment out the moving pixels of the interfering car and leave only the still references and forming a clean base for later machine learning on the video. Additionally, image processing can be used to detect road signs along the street to help understanding the environment of the vehicle. Due to the video is taken inside front window of the camera, there are reflection of the glass inconsistently appears in the video, which can be removed with image preprocessing.

Related Work
There are existing studies on using videos taken by highway surveillance camera for speed detection [1]. Our problem is more challenging as the video is taken inside a moving vehicle and many occasions, obstacles such as vehicle and pedestrian occupies a large region of the scene. There are many other existing techniques and libraries, such as road sign recognition of an image [2] [3] and license plate recognition [4], optical flow detection [5], TensorFlow[6] that are relevant for this project.
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